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 Chapter 211 Zheng Yifan’s concern 

 

“I might have walked too fast with a pot of boiling water, so I fell and sprained my ankle, ” Mu ru said 

with some embarrassment. “I’ve already washed it in the Dongfang family’s guest room, but I still can’t 

land my foot on the ground. I guess you’ll have to help me walk to the courtyard to get on the car… “. . .” 

“That, just sprained ankle? Have you dislocated it? ” Zheng Yifan asked nervously again. 

“No, may be twisted tendons, ” Mu ru hurriedly explained, and then asked: “Yifan, can we go now? ” 

“I think so. Everyone is taking their leave. ” Zheng Yifan reached out to hold mu Ru’s hand As he led her 

out of the door, he softly explained, “Miss Kuang not only sprained her ankle, but her ankle is also 

dislocated. Second cousin took a long time to get the medicine for the fall, so I only came down after so 

long. ” 

“Oh, it’s okay. ” Mu Ru looked at Zheng Yifan sideways and whispered, “actually, you don’t have to 

explain this to me… ” 

“What do you mean you don’t have to explain it to you? ” Zheng Yifan immediately interrupted Mu Ru. 

“since you’re my female companion, it would be rude of me to leave you alone for such a long time… ” 

“Oh, Yifan, are you leaving too? ” Dongfang Mei walked forward and interrupted Zheng Yifan’s words to 

Mu Ru. 

“Yes. ” Zheng Yifan nodded at Dongfang Mei and then said lightly, “aunt, it’s getting late. Mu Ru’s ankle 

has also sprained. We’ll take our leave now… ” 

“Yifan, I won’t keep you if you want to leave. Besides, you’re a doctor and you’re busy with work, ” 

Dongfang Mei said understandingly. Then, her gaze fell on Xi Muru beside him Then, she reminded him 

lightly, “but, Yifan, Miss Xi used to be your elder cousin-in-law. I see that in the future… ” 

“Auntie, since it’s the past, then it’s already in the past, ” Zheng Yifan interrupted Dongfang Mei coldly. 

His originally gentle face turned cold as he said plainly, “goodbye, auntie. ” 

After saying this, he immediately supported Mu ru and quickly walked towards his car. It was only 

because he was dissatisfied that his actions were so quick that he forgot that Mu ru had sprained her 

ankle. Thus, Mu ru could not keep up with his footsteps Thus, she was dragged by his hand and fell. 

“AIYO! ” Mu Ru fell to the ground and could not help but shout out. Being dragged by Zheng Yifan like 

this, this fall was indeed not light. 

“Mu Ru, ” Zheng Yifan shouted loudly and immediately squatted down. Looking at Mu ru who was pale 

from the pain and covered in sweat, he hurriedly apologized, “I’m sorry, Mu Ru. I was in a hurry and 

forgot that your ankle sprained. I’m really confused, I… ” 



As Zheng Yifan spoke, he saw Dongfang Mei walking up again. He gritted his teeth and made up his 

mind. Then, he reached out and carried mu ru horizontally. Then, without even looking at Dongfang 

Mei’s shocked face, he quickly turned around and walked to his car. 

Mu Ru’s ankle was originally very painful, but because Zheng Yifan carried her, she was shocked, shy, 

and anxious. Her Pale face instantly turned red because of her shyness, and her arms waved in the air 

She didn’t know where to land for a moment. 

“silly, hurry up and hug my neck. ” Zheng Yifan couldn’t help but laugh when he saw her flustered look 

He whispered, “haven’t you been hugged by a man before? If you don’t hug my neck, I’m afraid that my 

hands won’t use that much strength. When I let go… ” 

When Mu ru heard him say this, her arms that were originally waving quickly hung onto his neck, and 

her falling body also stabilized. Her pounding heart also gradually stabilized with this action. 

Chapter 212 awkward moments 

 

Zheng Yifan carried mu ru and walked towards his car. As he arrived relatively late, his car was parked 

about 300 meters away from the entrance of the main hall. 

When he hugged Mu Ru and touched her pants, he clearly felt that they were a little wet. He frowned. It 

was such a cold winter and she was changing in the Dongfang family’s guest room. She shouldn’t be 

wearing a pair of wet pants, right? 

Finally, they reached the car. He slowly slid mu ru down so that she could stand on one foot on the 

ground and hang half of her body on his shoulder. Only then did he take out the car keys and open the 

car door. 

“Mu Ru, why are your pants wet? ” Zheng Yifan could not help but ask when he carried mu ru into the 

car. “was there water on the ground when you fell? ” 

Your pants are wet Mu Ru was slightly stunned. Then, she felt a faint pain in her lower abdomen. Then, a 

warm liquid flowed out from her lower body. In just a moment, she understood why her pants were 

wet. 

This was the most embarrassing thing she had encountered in her life in the past 19 years, and it was 

such a life-threatening moment. Yet, she was still with Zheng Yifan, and Zheng Yifan even touched her 

pants. 

At this moment, Xi Muru could not cry even if she wanted to. 

How could she be so confused? She was so confused that she was at home. She was no longer the girl 

she used to be, but a woman who had an abortion. After a woman had an abortion, her period would 

change, and it should be based on the date of the abortion However, she still firmly remembered her 

original period. 

The worst thing was that the blood did not come early or late, and it just happened to come 

unexpectedly at this time. The reason why she did not feel it just now was probably because the pain 

from the fall had covered the pain in her lower abdomen, so… … 



What should she do now Should she ask Zheng Yifan to go back and ask the Dongfang family for 

Tampons But he was a man. How could she ask him, and how could he ask Dongfang Mei? 

This damn period. Even if she was going to come today, wouldn’t she come before I went out or wait for 

me to go back Why did she have to come at this time Wasn’t it obvious that she wanted to kill her? 

She really wanted to cry but had no tears to cry for help! 

Seeing that Zheng Yifan had already opened the car door for her in the narrow passenger seat, she could 

not think of any solutions at the moment. At this moment, she really wished that she could find a piece 

of Tofu and kill herself. 

Wasn’t she unlucky enough today? 

She had accompanied Zheng Yifan to the dinner party and actually came to the Dongfang family’s one 

inch Mo city. She wanted to help him carry some things and even sprained her ankle. She even took a 

shower and was humiliated by Dongfang Mei. 

Now, at this moment, she finally bid farewell to Zheng Yifan and went home. God had even arranged for 

her period to suddenly attack. 

There was an old saying that when one was unlucky, one would stuff their teeth with cold water. Now, 

she really felt that this saying was penetrating. 

People said that there was always a way out. However, her gaze swept across the car and she really 

couldn’t find her way out? 

In novels, when someone was in distress, they would love to write and wish that they could find a hole 

to hide in. At this moment, she really wanted to do that, but the key was that she was already supported 

by Zheng Yifan into the car. The car was made of steel plates, so there was no hole to hide in And there 

was not even a hole in the car. 

Her gaze quickly swept across the car again. Zheng Yifan was sitting in the driver’s seat, but she did not 

seem to see a tissue box in front, so her gaze swept to the back row. 

Chapter 213 Awkward Moment 1 

 

The seat at the back was empty. There were two pillows at the top of the seat, but there was no tissue 

box. Of course, there was no tissue box. 

D * Mn it, she couldn’t even find some tissues to save her life. Tonight, she had to wear a gown, so the 

small bag in her hand was just a decoration. There was nothing inside. 

It seemed that God was really blind. Of course, he didn’t want to take care of her, because the warm 

liquid was still overflowing. She stood on one leg and bent over She tried her best not to let her butt sit 

on the seat because she did not want to dirty Zheng Yifan’s seat. 

“Mu Ru, why don’t you sit down? ” Zheng Yifan asked curiously when he got into the car and found that 

she had been bending over to stand. 



“I. . . that… I’m going to do that… ” Mu Ru’s head was so low that she was almost lying in front of the 

car. Her voice was so weak that she could barely hear it. She really wished that she could find a sack to 

wrap herself up in and never see anyone again. 

“that? ” Zheng Yifan was stunned for a moment before he reacted. He quickly pushed open the car door 

and opened the back door. He grabbed a pillow and handed it to her. “Use a pillow to sit on. HURRY UP! 

” 

“pillow? ” Mu Ru raised her head and looked at the beautiful pillow. Then, she cried out in pain, “it will 

dirty the pillow. ” 

“Idiot, is the pillow more important than you? ” Zheng Yifan stuffed the pillow to her without any 

explanation As he started the car, he instructed, “hurry up and sit properly. I’ll drive you to buy it now. 

You can buy it after the pillow is dirty. The main thing is that it’s comfortable for you to sit on. ” 

When Mu ru heard this, she was so embarrassed that her face looked like it was covered with a big red 

cloth. She carefully placed the pillow on the seat and slowly sat down. 

Zheng Yifan, on the other hand, stepped on the accelerator and quickly drove out of the Dongfang 

family’s one inch ink city. After entering the main road, he chose to drive by the roadside and slowly 

paid attention to whether there was a small supermarket by the roadside. 

Fortunately, Binhai was the nearest city to Hong Kong and had a rich nightlife, so the small supermarket 

usually closed late. Therefore, it did not take long for Zheng Yifan to find that a small supermarket with 

its lights still on was still open for business. 

He quickly parked the car by the side and then pushed open the door to get out of the car. He quickly 

walked towards the supermarket. Mu Ru sat on the pillow nervously but did not dare to move at all. 

There was still a faint pain in her abdomen. It was not obvious, but it had always been there. The 

sprained ankle might be due to the ointment she applied at the Dongfang family’s house, but the pain 

was not so obvious now. 

However, as she sat on the pillow, the warm liquid in her lower body would occasionally overflow. 

Because she did not move, she vaguely felt that the pillow was already wet. 

About ten minutes after Zheng Yifan went down, he quickly carried a bag out and quickly went to the car 

door. He opened the passenger door and handed the plastic bag in his hand to her. 

“quickly go to the back seat and change. There are no clothes to wear outside the supermarket, only 

underwear and pajamas. I bought two pairs of underwear, two packets of sanitary pads, and a pair of 

pajamas for you. You can make do with them. Anyway, there will be pants for you when you go home 

later. ” 

After Zheng Yifan finished speaking, he quickly stuffed the bag in his hand to Mu Ru. Then, he quickly 

went around the front of the car and opened the driver’s door. He turned off the car lights, rolled up the 

window and closed the curtains. He also took a sunshade cloth to block the windshield in front Only 

then did he close the car door. 



Although Mu ru looked extremely embarrassed, the current situation did not allow her to worry about 

shame or anything. Fortunately, after the car was blocked, it was already dark inside. She quickly 

climbed to the back row. 

Chapter 214 no man had ever been so kind to her 

 

Although she couldn’t see anything in the car, she could handle the panties and tampons in the dark. As 

for the Pajama Pants, she couldn’t care less about the front and back, so she just put them on. 

After about five minutes, she finally got it all done. She then opened the curtains in the back seat, rolled 

down the window, and waved at Zheng Yifan, who was smoking at the front of the car, indicating that he 

could get in and drive. 

However, after Zheng Yifan got in the car, the headlights were turned on, and she immediately saw the 

beige pillow on the passenger seat. At that moment, the map printed on it by her butt was clearly 

visible. 

Zheng Yifan hesitated for a moment before rolling down the car window and throwing it out. 

Meanwhile, she was so embarrassed that her face was red to her neck. She sat in the back seat, but she 

no longer had the courage to sit in the passenger seat. 

Zheng Yifan drove straight back to his apartment. Mu Ru’s feet were no longer that painful, but she still 

could not walk on the ground. Zheng Yifan carried her to the elevator and carried her directly into the 

room. 

Of course, the first thing he did was to check her ankle. It was indeed not dislocated. He found some 

medicine and applied it on her. Then, he asked her to go to the bathroom to have a simple wash. He 

specifically told her not to take a shower anymore. 

Mu Ru naturally understood. In fact, she had already taken a shower at the Dongfang family’s house. At 

this moment, a simple wash was just to wipe the area and the buttocks, and then change the sanitary 

pad and underwear. 

By the time she was done in the bathroom, Zheng Yifan had already brought out a tray with two bowls 

on it. 

“Mu Ru, this is brown sugar water with Ginger added. This is a bowl of noodles that I just cooked, ” 

Zheng Yifan placed the two bowls on the bedside table He then said softly to her, “you probably haven’t 

eaten anything at night. The worst thing to do when you have your period is to starve. You should eat 

something hot to warm your stomach. Also, the Ginger Brown sugar water is to warm your stomach. 

Drink some after you eat. ” 

Mu Ru sat by the bedside and lowered her head, not daring to look at Zheng Yifan. Looking at the two 

steaming bowls on the bedside table, her heart instantly felt warm, but her face was once again red to 

the root of her neck. 



“alright, Mu Ru, hurry up and eat. After you eat, go to bed and have a good sleep. ” Zheng Yifan stood up 

and saw mu ru sitting at the edge of the bed at a loss He whispered again, “the internal line of my room 

is 2233. If you feel uncomfortable there, just give me a call. I’m going to take a shower and sleep too. ” 

Mu Ru saw Zheng Yifan leave and slowly picked up the steaming bowl of noodles with her hands. The 

noodles looked ordinary, but there were two fried eggs buried inside and tomatoes were added inside. 

It smelled very fragrant. 

She used her chopsticks to slowly pick up the noodles. Perhaps it was because the noodles were too hot 

and the steam was too strong, but the warm liquid in her eyes rolled down uncontrollably in an instant 

and dripped into the steaming bowl of noodles one by one. 

She had lived in this world for 19 years, but she had never had a man treat her so well. Because she had 

a birthmark on her forehead, most men would avoid her when they saw her If they were polite, they 

would at most be ordinary friends with her, but no one would be nice to her. 

She swallowed the noodles one by one. Perhaps it was because she was really hungry, or perhaps it was 

because the bowl of noodles Zheng Yifan cooked was really too delicious. In short, it did not take her 

long to finish it. 

Then, she picked up the bowl of warm ginger brown sugar water on the bedside table and drank it 

slowly and carefully. 

Chapter 215. He did not allow it 

 

That night, perhaps it was because she had eaten that bowl of fried eggs and noodles, or perhaps it was 

because she had drunk that bowl of ginger and brown sugar water, but in short, Mu Ru’s lower 

abdomen did not hurt so much that she could not sleep like before. Instead, she slept very peacefully 

She slept until the next morning when Zheng Yifan knocked on the door and called for her to wake up. 

She quickly got up from the bed. The first thing she did was to check if she had printed a map on the bed 

sheet. Fortunately, the bed sheet was clean. She secretly heaved a sigh of relief. 

She stuffed a packet of tampons into the pocket of her pajamas and walked out of the room. Zheng 

Yifan had already come out of the kitchen with breakfast. When he saw her coming out.. He 

immediately shouted at her, “Mu Ru, hurry up and wash up. Come and eat breakfast. I made pancakes 

this morning. ” 

“okay, ” Mu ru replied and quickly ran to the bathroom because she was really worried that her pants 

would be soaked again. 

Zheng Yifan could not help but laugh when he saw her jogging. Actually, Mu Ru was very cute. She only 

had a birthmark on her forehead, but he did not think that it was ugly. Moreover, he could not see it 

even if he covered it with his bangs. 

When Mu ru washed up and changed her clothes, Zheng Yifan had already arranged the breakfast for 

her. As she looked at the exquisite breakfast, she was unconsciously touched. 



Breakfast was spent in a warm and quiet place. Zheng Yifan still had to go to work because he wanted to 

take two more days off during the Spring Festival. Therefore, even if it was Saturday, he still had to go to 

catch up on work. 

After Zheng Yifan left, Mu ru started to help tidy up his room. Because there were few people, it was 

actually very clean, so it was very simple and quick to tidy up. It was all done in twenty minutes. 

Mu Ru only went out after lunch. In fact, she had already bought a lot of ingredients yesterday. 

However, when she opened the fridge today to check, she found that she did not buy any honey juice. 

This was an indispensable ingredient for making honey-flavored prawns.. Therefore, she had to make 

another trip to the mall 

Dongfang Yu arrived at Zheng Yifan’s apartment at around four in the afternoon. As soon as he arrived, 

he pressed the doorbell hard. However, after pressing it countless times, the doorbell’s music rang again 

and again, but no one came to open the door. 

He could not help but feel annoyed. He simply put his hand on the doorbell and did not let go. He just let 

it sing non-stop, as if he was going to break the doorbell if no one opened the door. 

He received a call from Uncle Liu when he was eating Western food with Kuang Yingying this afternoon. 

He told him that he had found Mu Ru’s current address. It turned out that Zheng Yifan was the doctor in 

charge of Mu Ru’s mother. After Mu Ru’s mother, Lin Xinyue, died.. Mu Ru was temporarily staying in 

Zheng Yifan’s apartment. 

Zheng Yifan was the son of his eldest aunt. However, his eldest aunt had died twenty years ago. 

Therefore, although Zheng Yifan and them were cousins, they did not interact very closely. If the 

Dongfang family did not have any major issues.. Zheng Yifan would not normally come to the Dongfang 

family. 

Last night, Zheng Yifan brought Xi Muru to attend aunt Gu’s dinner. He felt that something was not right. 

Then, he heard from aunt Gu that Zheng Yifan actually carried mu ru to the car. He felt even more 

uncomfortable. 

After having lunch with Kuang Yingying, he immediately found an excuse to send her away. Then, he 

quickly drove to this place according to the address provided by Uncle Liu. 

Zheng Yifan’s concern for mu ru had exceeded the boundaries of ordinary friends. Xi Muru was once a 

member of the Dongfang family, and she was also once the woman of his Dongfang Yu. He could not let 

the two of them continue to develop. 

However, the doorbell kept ringing, but no one opened the door. The call to Zheng Yifan’s cell phone 

just had to go to the secretary’s desk. He was probably in the operating room performing surgery on the 

patient. 

He was a little annoyed, so he took out a cigarette and lit it up. He was prepared to wait here for the 

rabbit. He thought that the two of them would have to come back here at night, no matter what? 

However, he had just smoked a third of his cigarette when he inadvertently looked up and saw a little 

woman with a shopping bag in her hand walking towards him from the elevator. 



Chapter 216’do you live here? ‘ 

 

Dongfang Yu almost forgot that he was holding a cigarette in his hand. He just stared at the little woman 

who was walking towards him. It was not until the cigarette in his hand burned his index and middle 

fingers that he finally reacted Then, he quickly threw the half-burned cigarette in his hand onto the 

ground and stepped on it to extinguish it. 

Looking at the woman who was walking towards him with a shopping bag, perhaps she was deep in 

thought, so she kept her head lowered and slowly walked forward. It was not until she was one meter 

away from him that she raised her head and found him standing by the door. 

She just stood there, one meter away from him, neither too far nor too close, but it just so happened to 

explain the relationship between them. sister-in-law and brother-in-law, neither too far nor too close. 

Their eyes met, calm and unruffled. They just looked at each other calmly and quietly. For a moment, no 

one took the initiative to speak. 

“Ahem, Ahem. ” Dongfang Yu coughed dryly twice and cleared his throat. Only then did he regain his 

thoughts. Then, he asked indifferently, “Um, Mu Ru, do you live here? ” 

Actually, the script he had prepared was for me to look for my cousin Zheng Yifan. Of course, he was 

very surprised to see her here. 

However, the moment he opened his mouth, his words completely changed. His tone and tone were 

also filled with reproach. It was as if he had come specifically to look for her. 

Initially, Mu Ru was also stunned when she saw Dongfang Yu here. It was only when she heard his 

reproachful tone that she reacted. Then, she quickly took two steps back and stood still. The corners of 

her mouth twitched coldly Then, she spoke indifferently and distantly. 

“Second Young Master Dongfang, it seems that we are not very familiar with each other. We are neither 

relatives nor friends, so there is no need for me to tell you whether I am staying here or not. ” 

Mu Ru’s voice was indifferent and distant, as if it was not coming from her mouth but coming from the 

depths of the mountains far away. Her voice was not loud, but it was filled with incomparable 

determination and self-confidence. There was not the slightest hint of weakness or struggle. 

Dongfang Yu’s brows furrowed instinctively. Xi Muru addressing him as second young Master Dongfang 

and you made him feel uncomfortable. He also felt that it was particularly ear-piercing. He still liked the 

way she called him in one inch ink city: Dongfang Yu. 

His name was Dongfang Yu, but those who were close to him usually called him ah Yu. Only Xi Muru, this 

woman, no matter how close she was to him, every time she saw him, she would call him by his first and 

last name: Dongfang Yu Dongfang Yu! 

Her small mouth trembled slightly every time she called his name. Perhaps the relationship between 

him and her was no longer that of an ordinary uncle and sister-in-law, but there was a deeper layer of 

relationship between them. 



At that time, she was in one inch ink city, and the distance between them was like the distance between 

them now. It was neither close nor far, but he often had the opportunity to get close to her. 

Now, he came here to look for her, and she still maintained a distance of neither close nor far from him. 

In fact, it was only a meter away, but he suddenly felt that Xi Muru seemed to be right in front of him, 

but in fact, she was far away in the horizon? 

Moreover, the most important thing was that she looked at him calmly. He knew that she did not love 

him, but at this moment, why was there not even hatred in her eyes for him? 

Mu Ru stood there. Her long hair draped over her shoulders was casually tied into a ponytail, and her 

forehead was still covered with thick bangs. The clothes on her body were simple and ordinary. It was 

probably the old clothes from when she was a girl. 

She had obviously lost weight. Her fair face was still very white, but it was no longer white, but a pale 

white without any color Thus, her pair of large eyes, which were originally as black as black pearls and 

shone with a lively light, appeared even more prominent on her pale and gaunt face, as if it was the only 

pair left. 

Chapter 217: I’ll help you find your memories 

 

In her memories, she was a timid and somewhat submissive girl. At the same time, she was also a 

submissive girl. Moreover, she was a punching bag who did not fight back or scold back. Of course, she 

was also a girl who was used to accepting her fate. 

She still remembered that when she returned to peace with her, she had once said that she would 

protect Dongfang Mo for the rest of her life. Now, in less than two months after leaving the Dongfang 

family, she had already started to get involved with other men. 

Thinking of her performance in one inch ink city last night, thinking of how she smiled so brightly as she 

held onto Zheng Yifan’s arm, thinking of how Zheng Yifan said that she was already free, the anger in his 

heart was like wild weeds that grew wantonly. 

His gaze landed on her face impudently, and when he thought of the unfamiliar words she had just said, 

he could not help but chuckle again. He took two steps closer to her, lowered his head slightly, and said 

in a low voice, “not familiar? Are you considered familiar with the most considerate things we’ve done 

together? ” 

“I don’t remember the past anymore. ” Mu Ru took two more steps back, once again pulling away from 

him, because his approach always made her feel an invisible pressure. 

“You don’t remember? ” Dongfang Yu’s brows instantly furrowed, and he took two more big steps 

forward, directly forcing her into a corner. He supported his hands against the wall and trapped her in 

his embrace. He lowered his head, and the tip of his nose was almost touching hers A warm breath blew 

on her face. “since you forget so easily, I think it’s necessary to help you regain your past memories! ” 

Mu Ru quickly reached out to cover Dongfang Yu’s mouth that was pressing down on her lips Then, with 

a calm expression, she said, “second young Master Dongfang, I forgot to remind you. This is a high-end 



apartment. There are video surveillance cameras in the corridor, and our current position is not a blind 

spot. I don’t mind if you forcefully kiss me here or do something even more outrageous. In any case, I’ll 

just treat it as if I’ve been bitten by a dog again. But the key is you, second young master Dongfang. 

Although you’ve been living under a false name for a long time, it seems that you’ve recently been 

promoted to the mayor’s son-in-law-to-be. If the charges of being Qiangjian’s former sister-in-law come 

to light, I’m afraid it won’t be very advantageous for you, right? ” 

“You? ” Dongfang Yu’s lips, which were about to fall, stopped in mid-air. Then, he slowly loosened his 

grip on the wall because Mu Ru’s words reminded him that there was indeed a surveillance camera 

here. 

He tidied up his coat slightly and took two steps back to look at her. He saw her cold face and her hands 

clenched into fists. The shopping bag in her hand seemed to have very few ingredients, so there was 

probably not much. 

He immediately thought of his purpose for coming here, so his expression softened a little. Then, he 

lowered his posture and asked softly, “Um, Mu Ru, do you think there’s anything I can help you with? ” 

Mu Ru changed the shopping bag in her hand and held it in another hand. She used her hand to tidy up 

her bangs, which had been slightly messed up because of the pressure from his head. When she heard 

his question, she slowly raised her head Yuan Shaoxuan’s colorless face was now covered with Frost. 

Even her pair of black pearl-like eyes lost their warmth in an instant. 

She looked at him just like that. She looked at him with her cold, cold, pitch-black eyes. Her slightly dry 

lips lost their original color. Her white fingers gradually curled and clenched into her palm. Her nails 

almost dug into her flesh Only in this way could she control the uncontrollable anger in her heart. 

Chapter 218, do you need my help 

 

Doesn’t he know how much she hates him Doesn’t he know how much she hates him Doesn’t he know 

that the person she really doesn’t want to see the most is him? 

The relationship between him and her was originally very awkward. When she was kidnapped by 

Nangong Xun, she did pray that God would send someone to save her, and he did come to save her, but 

in the end… … 

When she was pregnant, where was he When she was forced to drink the abortion medicine, where was 

he When she was in extreme pain by the fish pond, did he think of her? 

Now, she had lost her family and was all alone. Although she owed Zheng Yifan more than 20,000 yuan 

in debt, she was confident that in one or two years, she would be able to earn back the money by 

working. 

Now, she had nothing to worry about and lived a full life with her family. The days when she needed 

help had long passed. Yet, at this time, he actually came to ask her if there was anything she needed 

help with? 



No, not at all. She, Xi Muru, would not starve to death. Even if she was penniless, she would not starve 

to death. Even if she could not find a job, there would be people throwing rubbish in the garbage every 

day. Even if she picked up trash to sell, she could still live on Why would she need the condescending 

body of the second young master of the East to help her? 

“The second young master of the East, ” Mu Ru said coldly again. Her voice was like the freezing wind 

blowing from Siberia. Looking at the handsome man in front of her, dressed in white casual clothes, he 

was still as handsome as a prince from the Middle Ages However, she could no longer touch her cold 

heart. 

“Second Young Master Dongfang, you came here today to look for me because you want to help me, 

right? ” When Mu ru asked this question, the frost on her face had disappeared. She quickly changed 

into a faint smile that was as fresh and beautiful as the wild lilies in the mountains. 

Dongfang Yu was slightly stunned. He came here today to look for her actually… Forget it. Since she 

asked this question, then he would continue with her question … 

“Yes, I know the Xi family has been going through a lot recently, and I only found out about your mother 

yesterday… I hope I can help you with something. You See, right now you need… ” 

“I don’t seem to need anything at the moment, ” Mu ru quickly interrupted Dongfang Yu and said coldly, 

“of course, it’s not that I don’t need anything at all. ” 

“Then, what do you need me to help you with? ” Dongfang Yu could not help but sigh in relief when he 

heard her. As long as she was willing to accept his help, then, between her and him… … 

At the thought of this, Dongfang Yu paused again. He actually asked Xi Muru foolishly what kind of help 

she needed from him? 

What if she said that she wanted to return to one inch Mo city What if she said that she wanted him to 

help her build a bridge in the middle so that she could meet Dongfang Mo and seek justice What If… … 

Just as Dongfang Yu was about to finish his sentence, mu ru spoke again in an indifferent and distant 

voice, “second young Master Dongfang, actually, I have very little needs on my own, so I don’t need 

much help from you. ” 

When Mu Ru said this, the corner of her mouth was once again pulled into a faint smile. It was as if the 

lonely lily in the mountains was swaying in the breeze. It was beautiful and elegant, yet it seemed like it 

could be seen from the horizon but could not be reached. 

Dongfang Yu looked at her like this and suddenly fell into a daze again. He instantly felt that his words 

were a little abrupt and absurd. Just as he was about to open his mouth again, he heard Mu Ru’s 

indifferent and distant voice once again. 

Chapter 219: a good dog doesn’t get in the way 

 

“Second Young Master Dongfang, since you want to help me, then I’ll accept your favor this time. Can 

you please not appear in front of me in the future? ” “My only hope is that we’ll never meet again. Even 

if we do, we’ll treat each other like strangers and just walk past each other. What do you think? ” 



Dongfang Yu’s heart instantly tightened as if someone had tied him up with a rope. His originally dark 

and deep ice-cold eyes quickly turned dark red, and his steady body almost instinctively took two steps 

back. 

He had never dreamed that Xi Muru would make such a request. She actually did not want to see him 

again. This was completely different from what he had been worried about just now. 

Mu Ru saw that Dongfang Yu stood there silently and did not wait for him to answer Then, she said 

indifferently and distantly, “second young master Dongfang, I know that you have always been very 

capable. Many people can help you with a big favor, so this little favor of mine will definitely not be a 

problem for second young Master Dongfang, right? ” 

When Dongfang Yu heard this, his hands could not help but clench into fists under his sleeves. The veins 

on the back of his hands were violent, and the anger that was already rising was almost out of control. If 

he did not clench his fists, he was really afraid that his hand would stretch out all of a sudden Then, he 

would strangle this woman who did not know what was good for her to death. 

In his mind, Xi Muru was a docile and obedient woman who was sensible and obedient. She never 

argued with others and never resisted and submitted to fate. He never expected that in less than two 

months, she would be able to.. She had actually become so sharp-tongued, and even dared to look 

down on him, Dongfang Yu. 

How many women in this world could avert their eyes when they saw him, and how many women 

longed to be close to him Even if it was just a few words or just a glance from him If he could kiss a 

certain woman’s cheek, that woman would be so excited that she would not wash her face for a few 

days. 

But this woman in front of him actually did not even want to see him. It was obvious that she despised 

him. Ever since he was young, Dongfang Yu had never suffered such humiliation Moreover, the one who 

humiliated him was an ugly monster with a birthmark and a scar on her forehead? 

However, he had just agreed to her request. It seemed like he was being too despicable to go back on 

his word now. Alright, when had he, Dongfang Yu, been so careless and fallen into the trap that he had 

dug? 

Forget it, forget it. This damned woman, this woman with abnormal brain, this woman with eyes on the 

back of her head, this woman who did not know that he had come to look for her because he wanted to 

give her a chance… … 

“Alright, alright. I’ll agree to your request that has no nutrition, ” Dongfang Yu said impatiently. He 

looked at Xi Muru, who stood in front of him with a cold face, and then said indifferently, “however, you 

have to agree to one request of mine. ” 

“Second Young Master Dongfang, it seems like you didn’t say that you have conditions to help me just 

now, right? ” Mu Ru’s voice immediately turned cold, reminding him of his excesses Then, she said 

coldly, “I’m sorry, second young Master Dongfang. I won’t agree to any of your requests. So, can you 

please move aside now? I’m about to enter, and you just happen to be blocking my way. ” 



Dongfang Yu was stunned when he heard Mu Ru’s words, but he quickly reacted. This damn woman, she 

actually said that he was blocking her way. In fact, she was scolding him as a dog because a good dog 

wouldn’t block her way? 

Chapter 220: Dongfang Mo has the right to control her 

 

This realization made Dongfang Yu instantly unhappy, and his heart was quickly filled with anger. 

Looking at the woman in front of him, he really had the urge to crack open her brain to see if there were 

tofu dregs inside. 

“Xi Muru, I don’t care whether you agree or not, but I want to tell you that Zheng Yifan is my cousin. I 

think you already know this last night in one inch ink city, so you can’t have any improper thoughts 

about him, and don’t even think about marrying him… “. “…”. “…” 

“Why not? ” Mu Ru quickly interrupted Dongfang Yu’s words and snorted coldly. “Second Young Master 

Dongfang, it seems like you’re meddling too much. Besides, what kind of status and authority do you 

have to meddle in my personal affairs? ” 

Mu Ru had never thought about marrying Zheng Yifan. Even if she didn’t know about Zheng Yifan’s 

relationship with the Dongfang family, she had never had such unrealistic dreams. 

Because she was no longer a pure young girl, but an abandoned woman who had been kicked out of the 

House. How could such a status be worthy of Zheng Yifan’s identity as an expert? 

Moreover, Zheng Yifan was a talented person, but she was an ugly woman with a birthmark and a scar 

on her forehead. In terms of looks, she was not worthy of Zheng Yifan’s handsome looks. 

Moreover, last night, after Zheng Yifan brought her to one inch Mo city to attend Dongfang Mei’s 

dinner, she did not dare to dream about that. Although, last night, Zheng Yifan was very kind, caring, 

and considerate to her. 

Because of this, when she went out today, she called Cheng Feier. Cheng Feier said that her cousin 

would be leaving in two days and asked her to move in with her in two days. 

However, she never thought that Dongfang Yu would come to warn her out of the blue. She had already 

lived a life where she was bullied and ordered around by others. Now, no one bullied her and ordered 

her around. She had just taken a breath.. Dongfang Yu had actually bumped into her. 

Thus, the stubbornness hidden deep within her body suddenly appeared, so she resolutely and calmly 

rejected Dongfang Yu’s unreasonable request. 

Dongfang Yu’s expression darkened when he heard Mu Ru’s words. The gaze he looked at mu ru clearly 

turned cold. His deep and hoarse voice rang out, “then, Miss Xi, you mean… Only Dongfang Mo has the 

right to control you? ” 

Mu Ru instinctively took a step back when she heard Dongfang Yu’s words. The memories that she had 

forgotten were quickly recalled in her mind. Dongfang Mo’s name was like a dagger that stabbed 

straight into her chest In an instant, fresh blood seeped into her heart. 



Dongfang Mo, the CEO of the Dongfang Corporation, the Eunuch who was completely unrecognizable, 

the cruelest and most ruthless man, the man who she had given her heart to. He was so disgusted with 

her that he had even fried her liver for him to eat. 

The man she had once wanted to spend the rest of her life with, the man she had made up her mind to 

spend the rest of her life with, the man who had mercilessly kicked her out when she was at her most 

miserable and helpless! 

He had the right What right did he have She, Xi Muru, did not owe him anything, Dongfang Mo. What 

right did he have to control her? 

Was He her ex-husband When did he announce that she was his wife Everyone in Binhai knew that 

Dongfang Mo was married to Xi Muxue. How many people knew about her, Xi Muru? 

 


